The Major Scale
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entire fretboard in Any key, and understand
how chords and scales go together!
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♫
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G Major Scale

Above you see a fretboard diagram of the G Major scale.
The formula for the major scale is:
whole step, whole step, half step, whole step, whole step, whole step, half step.
A whole step is moving two frets, a half step is moving one fret.
Major Scale formula: W W H W W W H (W=Whole step, H=Half step)
The major scale is made up of seven notes. By starting at the root note, in this
case G, and applying the above formula, you get the seven notes of the G Major
scale: G A B C D E F#
In the above diagram what you see are the seven notes of the G Major scale
everywhere they appear on the fretboard, up to the 17th fret.
Now, the scale can be broken down into positions, or modes. As you will see
below, each mode starts at one of the notes of the scale; consecutively, starting
at G. There are seven notes in the scale, so there are seven modes. The first
mode will start at G, the second at A, the third at B, the fourth at C, and so on.
These modes give us a fingering position to play the notes in the scale. There
are several ways I have seen the major scale and it’s modes taught. However, I
find in my own playing, and through teaching thousands of students over the
years, that this is my favored way to approach the modes, as it teaches you to
play your scale all over the entire fretboard in any key and allows for total
dynamic versatility in your playing. We will explore this more deeply, but to
start let’s learn the G Major modes:
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1st Mode - G Ionian
E
B
G
D
A
E

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--8
------------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--8----------------------------------------------------------------------4--5--7--------------------------------------------------------------------4--5--7--------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--7----------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--7----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2nd Mode - A Dorian
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7--8--10
------------------------------------------------------------------------7--8--10-----------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--9---------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--9---------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--9----------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--8-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3rd Mode - B Phrygian
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8--10--12
---------------------------------------------------------------------8--10--12--------------------------------------------------------------------7--9--11---------------------------------------------------------------------7--9--10-----------------------------------------------------------------------7--9--10---------------------------------------------------------------------7--8--10----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4th Mode - C Lydian
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------10--12--14----------------------------------------------------------------10--12--13--------------------------------------------------------------------9--11--12---------------------------------------------------------------------9--10--12---------------------------------------------------------------------9--10--12--------------------------------------------------------------------8--10--12--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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5th Mode - D Mixolydian
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12-14-15-------------------------------------------------------------------12-13-15-------------------------------------------------------------------11-12-14----------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-14--------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-14-------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-14--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6th Mode - E Aeolian – Natural Minor
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14-15-17--------------------------------------------------------------------13-15-17-------------------------------------------------------------------12-14-16--------------------------------------------------------------------12-14-16-------------------------------------------------------------------12-14-15------------------------------------------------------------------12-14-15-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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7th Mode - F# Locrian
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15-17-19
-----------------------------------------------------------------------15-17-19--------------------------------------------------------------------14-16-17--------------------------------------------------------------------14-16-17--------------------------------------------------------------------14-15-17---------------------------------------------------------------------14-15-17---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These are the seven modes of the major scale. Note that, as presented, they are
all in G major. The corresponding note listed next to the name of each mode
simply indicates which note that particular mode begins at (ex. A Dorian begins
on the note of A, and B Phrygian begins on the note of B); but they are all still in
G major.
So if you are talking about the A Dorian scale, you are talking about the second
mode of G Major. If you are talking about the B Phrygian scale, you are talking
about the third mode of G Major, and so on. If you are new to this, you can
simply think of each mode as the different positions of the major scale.
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Playing the Major Scale in Different Keys
Let’s look at playing the major scale in a different key. We’ll use F Major.
Again, the formula for the major scale is W W H W W W H
So if you start at the root note, this time F, and work through the formula then
the notes for the F Major scale are: F G A Bb C D E

In the above diagram what you see are the seven notes of the F Major scale
everywhere they appear on the fretboard, up to the 17th fret.
As stated above, the scale can be broken down into positions or modes.
The first mode starts on the low E String at the first note in the scale, which is F.
The second mode starts at the second note in the scale, G. The third mode
starts at the third note in the scale, A, and so on...
Let’s look at the modes for the F Major scale.
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1st Mode - F Ionian
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--6------------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--6-----------------------------------------------------------------------2--3--5---------------------------------------------------------------------2--3--5---------------------------------------------------------------------1--3--5-----------------------------------------------------------------------1--3--5-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2nd Mode - G Dorian
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5--6--8-------------------------------------------------------------------------5--6--8-----------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--7---------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--7---------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--7----------------------------------------------------------------------3--5--6-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3rd Mode - A Phrygian
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6--8--10---------------------------------------------------------------------6--8--10---------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--9----------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--8------------------------------------------------------------------------5--7--8----------------------------------------------------------------------5--6--8-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4th Mode - B flat Lydian
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------8--10--12----------------------------------------------------------------8--10--11--------------------------------------------------------------------7--9--10----------------------------------------------------------------------7--8--10----------------------------------------------------------------------7--8--10---------------------------------------------------------------------6--8--10---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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5th Mode - C Mixolydian
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-13-----------------------------------------------------------------10-11-13-------------------------------------------------------------------9-10-12----------------------------------------------------------------------8-10-12--------------------------------------------------------------------8-10-12--------------------------------------------------------------------8-10-12--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6th Mode - D Aeolian – Natural Minor
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------12-13-15-------------------------------------------------------------------11-13-15------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-14-------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-14------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-13------------------------------------------------------------------10-12-13------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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7th Mode - E Locrian
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------13-15-17-------------------------------------------------------------------13-15-17------------------------------------------------------------------12-14-15-------------------------------------------------------------------12-14-15------------------------------------------------------------------12-13-15------------------------------------------------------------------12-13-15------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As you can see from this, the finger pattern of each mode is the same, and this
is true no matter what key you are in. The shapes are universal on guitar. My
recommendation is to get down the shape of each mode so well that you can
play them in any key!
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The Minor Scale
You probably noticed that next to the name of the sixth mode was the subtitle
“Natural Minor.” The sixth mode is the natural minor. What this means is that
the sixth mode is the Minor scale.
Look at the modes of G Major. The sixth mode of G is the E Aeolian mode. The
E Aeolian mode is the E Minor scale.
Look at the modes of F Major. The sixth mode of F is the D Aeolian mode. The
D Aeolian mode is the D Minor scale.
The Major scale has seven notes. The Minor scale has seven notes. Every key
has a natural minor, which will always be the sixth note in the scale.
Again, let’s take G Major as an example. The G Major scale consists of the
notes: G A B C D E F#. Notice that the sixth note in the scale is E. So G Major’s
natural minor is E. This means that the G Major scale and the E minor scale
consist of the same seven notes. The difference is the root note, or the starting
point:

Notes of G Major = G A B C D E F#
Notes of E minor = E F# G A B C D
Again, this concept applies no matter what key you are in.

For the scale of F Major the natural minor is D minor. So the scales of F Major
and D minor share the same seven notes:

Notes of F Major = F G A Bъ C D E
Notes of D minor = D E F G A Bъ C
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So if we look at the E Minor scale, notice that it consists of the same notes as
the G Major scale, but now the highlighted root note is E:

The same goes for the D Minor scale. Notice that it consists of the same notes
as the F Major scale:

Since G Major and E Minor share the same seven notes, this means that they
also share the same seven modes! So you can think of the sixth mode of G, the
E Aeolian mode, as the 1st mode of the E Minor scale. The 2nd mode of the E
Minor scale then would be the F# Locrian mode (the next mode in the scale).
The third mode of E Minor would be the G Ionian mode. The fourth mode of the
E Minor scale would be the A Dorian mode, and so on...
So the Major scale and the Minor scale are not two completely separate things.
They are more like two sides of the same coin!
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Intervals
Let’s look at a basic concept that is important in the language of music theory
called Intervals. An interval may be described as the difference between two
notes, or the relation of notes in scale (for example, a major third, a minor third,
or a perfect fifth).
Let’s look at the main intervals, as these are the intervals of the Major and
Minor scales.
In the Major scale, the 1st note is known as the root, the second note as the 2nd,
the third note as the Major 3rd, the fourth note as the perfect 4th, the fifth note
as the perfect 5th, the sixth note as the Major 6th, and the seventh note as the
Major 7th.
In the Minor scale, the 1st note is known as the root, the second note as the 2nd,
the third note as the Minor 3rd, the fourth note as the perfect 4th, the fifth note
as the perfect 5th, the sixth note as the Minor 6th, and the seventh note as the
Minor 7th.
The difference between the Major scale and the Minor scale is that the Minor
scale has a flatted 3rd, 6th, and 7th. That is why the interval name for each of
these notes is differentiated between major and minor (for example, major
third versus minor third).
If we look at the G Major scale versus the G Minor scale, the notes are:
G Major: G A B C D E F#
G Minor: G A Bb C D Eb F
As you can see, the 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th are all the same. The 3rd, 6th, and 7th are
all flatted in the minor scale. This is true for every key.
The term perfect simply refers to the old classical definition of the 4th and 5th
whose sound was considered a perfect consonant. For the purpose of
understanding the matter at hand get used to counting the notes in scale.
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Counting the Notes in Scale
So, for the purpose of understanding the basic language of guitarists we will
look at counting the notes in scale.
If we take the G Major scale, again it consists of the notes: G A B C D E F#
To reiterate, in the G Major scale, G is the 1st note in scale (known as the root), A
is the 2nd, B is the 3rd, C is the 4th, D is the 5th, E is the 6th, and F# is the 7th.
Try naming the notes in the first mode of G Major on your guitar. You will see
that they follow this sequence. After completing all seven notes, notice that
they simply repeat again at the next octave, as shown here:

Now, still using the first mode of G Major, count them out:
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So if someone says “G’s third,” they are talking about B; because B is the third
note in the G Major scale. Or if you say “G’s fifth,” you are referencing D;
because D is the fifth note in the G Major scale. If someone says, “Go from G
down to the 4th,” they are saying go from G to C (the 4th note in scale).
For another example, you probably know basic power chords; which are called
fifth power chords. This is because they consist of root and fifth. So a G power
chord consists of G and it’s fifth, which is D.

In contrast, an F power chord would consist of F and it’s fifth, which is C.
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Triads
There is one more important thing to discuss, and that is TRIADS! This will give
you the definition of what makes a chord as well as lay the foundation for your
understanding of how chords and scales go together. A Chord is defined as
three or more notes played together. Chords are made from Triads.
A MAJOR TRIAD comes from the major scale, and is made up of the first note in
the scale (the root), the third note in the scale, and the fifth note in the scale.

Root, Third, and Fifth! A major chord consists of these three notes. For
example, the triad of the G Major chord consists of the first, third, and fifth
notes in the scale of G Major, which are G, B, and D. These are the three notes
that make up a G Major chord.
A MINOR TRIAD comes from the minor scale (see 6th mode), and is made up
from its Root, Third, and Fifth! A minor chord consists of these three notes. For
example, the triad for the E minor chord consists of the first, third, and fifth
notes in the scale of E minor, which are E, G, and B. These are the three notes
that make an E minor chord.
Note: The difference between a major triad and a minor triad is that the minor
triad has a flatted third. (To flat means to take a note down one fret).
A DIMINISHED TRIAD consists of Root, flatted Third, and flatted Fifth. So a
diminished triad has a flatted third, just like a minor triad, but it also has a
flatted fifth. A diminished chord consists of these three notes. For example, the
triad for F# diminished is F#, A, and C.

Major Triad = Root, 3rd, and 5th
Minor Triad = Root, flatted 3rd, and 5th
Diminished Triad = Root, flatted 3rd, and flatted 5th
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Major Triads Exercise
For the sake of getting down this concept of triads I want you to pick out the
triad for the following major chords. To do this, I want you to count out the
notes, 1st 3rd and 5th, using the first mode of the given key.
CHORD: F Major:

ANSWER: F A C = F Major triad/chord

Again, F, A and C will be the only notes in an F Major chord:
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Let’s look at another one.
CHORD: A Major:

ANSWER: A C# E

So A, C# and E are the notes that make an A Major Chord:
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Let’s continue. Again, using the 1st mode, count out the 1st, 3rd and 5th
to discover what makes a D Major chord.
CHORD: D Major:

ANSWER: D F# A

D F# A = D Major Chord
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Let’s do one more.
CHORD: E Major

ANSWER: E G# B (Did you remember to count the opens?)

So an E Major chord consists of the notes: E G# B

Note: On guitar, with our basic chords the notes are not always in order. That is
just the nature of the instrument and how it is tuned.
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Minor Triads Exercise
Let’s get down minor triads. Pick out the root, 3rd, and 5th from the
minor scale for each minor chord.
CHORD: D minor

ANSWER: D F A

D minor chord = D F A
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Let’s continue..
CHORD: A minor

ANSWER: A C E

So an A minor chord is made up of the notes A C and E
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Again, you are pulling out the 1st, 3rd and 5th notes from the minor
scale (known as a minor triad) to determine what notes the given
chord consists of.
CHORD: E minor

ANSWER: E G B

The chord of E minor = E G B
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And last but not least..
CHORD: B minor

ANSWER: B D F#

The B minor chord only has the notes B D and F#

Very good! Now let’s look at the seven triads that exist in scale.
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Triads in Scale
There are seven triads that exist in the Major scale (and therefore in the minor
scale, as well). Let’s take the G Major Scale:
Again, if you look at the first mode you will notice that it’s root, third, and fifth
are G, B and D.

G A B C D E F#
This is what makes a G Major chord, the triad of G B D:

Some of you probably learned to play your G chord with the B string open:

Both versions are correct since they consist of the notes of the triad.
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To get the second triad in the scale, move the triad notes over to the right one:

G A B C D E F#
The second triad simply begins at the 2nd note, A. As you can see the next triad
in the G Major scale is A C E. You will recall this makes an A minor chord.
A minor chord = A C E

To get the third triad in the scale, again just move the triad notes over to the
right one:

G A B C D E F#
The third triad begins at the 3rd note, B. As you can see the next triad in the G
Major scale is B D F#. You will recall this makes a B minor chord.
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To get the fourth triad in the scale, move the triad notes over to the right one:

G A B C D E F# G
As you can see above I extended the scale into the next octave to help you see
that the next note in the scale after F# would again be the root, G.
The fourth triad begins at the 4th note: C. So the next triad in the G Major scale
is C E G. This is what makes a C Major chord:

To get the fifth triad in the scale, move the triad notes over to the right one:

G A B C D E F# G A
The fifth triad begins at the 5th note: D. And so the next triad in the G Major
scale is D F# A. You will recall this is what makes a D Major chord:
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To get the sixth triad in the scale, move the triad notes over to the right one:

G A B C D E F# G A B
The sixth triad begins at the 6th note: E. Thus, the next triad in the G Major scale
is E G B. You may recall this is what makes an E minor chord:

To get the seventh triad in the scale, move the triad notes over to the right one:

G A B C D E F# G A B C
The seventh and final triad begins at the 7th note: F#. And so, the last triad in
the G Major scale is F# A C. Now this triad not only has a flatted third, but it
also has a flatted fifth. This is what makes a Diminished chord, a root, flatted 3rd
and flatted 5th. So the seventh triad of the G Major scale is F# Diminished:
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So the seven triads/chords of G Major are:
G Major
A minor
B minor
C Major
D Major
E minor
F# Diminished
If you have a rhythm that consists of any set of the above chords, then
your rhythm is in G Major.
For example, if your rhythm is a 4-chord progression of G Major, to D
Major, to C Major, to A minor; then your rhythm is in G Major,
because all four of those chords exist in the G Major scale. And if you
want to solo over this rhythm, you can do so using the modes of the G
Major scale.
Now remember, the E minor scale shares the same seven notes, since
G Major’s natural minor is E. Therefore the E minor scale also shares
the same seven triads. Let me say that again, the E minor scale shares
the same seven triads. So the triads for E minor are: E minor, F# Dim,
G Major, A minor, B minor, C Major, and D Major.
So if your rhythm consists of the chords E minor, to C Major, to D
Major, to B minor then your rhythm is in E minor. And you can solo
over it using the E minor scale and its modes!
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Another way to look at triads is to pull the triad out of each mode. This is a
handy visual tool and should get you thinking. Again, we’ll use G Major.
Let’s look at the first mode.

Triad: G B D

Chord: G Major

Again, it’s triad is G B D, as you can see in the diagram above. This gives you the
first chord, the first triad, in scale: G Major.
Now let’s pull the second triad out of the second mode.

Triad: A C E

Chord: A minor

Looking at the A Dorian mode (the 2nd mode of G Major) you can see that it’s
root, third and fifth are A C E, the second triad in the scale, the A minor triad.
Remember that a triad equals a chord. So these notes make the chord A minor.
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Looking at the third mode you see that its root, third, and fifth are B D F#

Triad: B D F#

Chord: B minor

Highlighted above you see the triad of Bm pulled from the root, third and fifth
of the B Phrygian mode: B D F#. This is the third triad in the scale; again the B
minor triad, and these notes make the B minor chord.
Moving on, we’ll look at the fourth mode to discover the fourth triad:

Triad: C E G

Chord: C Major

Here we can see the triad of the fourth mode, C Lydian, to be C E G. Again, this
makes a C Major chord. You should understand by now that if you compare this
to the first mode of the C Major scale you will see that it shares the same root,
third, and fifth, C E and G, which make the triad/chord C Major.
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The fifth triad, pulled from the fifth mode:

Triad: D F# A

Chord: D Major

Looking at the D Mixolydian mode we see that it’s triad is D F# A. This makes a
D Major chord. This is the fifth triad in the scale.

The sixth triad, pulled from the sixth mode:

Triad: E G B

Chord: E minor

E minor is the sixth triad in the G Major scale.
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The seventh, and final triad, pulled from the seventh mode:

Triad = F# A C

Chord: F# Diminished

This is the chord of F# Diminished. As you can see this triad’s root is F# and it
has a flatted third, but it also has a flatted fifth, making it a diminished triad.
Compare this to an F# Major triad and you will see that the third and fifth are
both flatted.

The Triads/Chords of G Major:
G Major, A minor, B minor, C Major, D Major, E minor, and F# Dim

*Now, remember, the shape of each mode stays the same no matter what key it
is in. This means that the triad for each mode stays the same in the sense of
whether it is major, minor, or diminished. The first triad will always be a major
triad. The second triad will always be a minor triad. The third triad will always
be a minor triad, and so on..

Formula for the Major Scale Triads:
Major, minor, minor, Major, Major, minor, Diminished
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To help you understand how the formula for the triads is universal, in that it
applies to every key, let’s look at the triads in the scale of F Major. And again,
we will use the modes as a visual tool to see the triads.

F Major Triads

Triad: F A C

Triad: G Bb D

Chord: F Major

Chord: G minor
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Triad: A C E

Triad: Bb D F

Chord: A minor

Chord: Bb Major
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Triad: C E G

Chord: C Major

Triad: D F A

Chord: D minor
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Triad: E G Bb

Chord: E Diminished

F Major Chords:
F Major, G minor, A minor, Bb Major, C Major, D minor, E Diminished
As you can see, the chords followed the same sequence of Major, minor, minor,
Major, Major, minor, Diminished. That is the triad formula for the major scale.

Major Scale Triad Formula:
Major, minor, minor, Major, Major, minor, Diminished

This is the main picture of the major scale that I want you to see with
this book: knowing your modes, the triads, and understanding the
relation of the natural minor; in any key! Exploring how other kinds
of chords fit into scale (sus2 chords, 7th chords, etc.) will be discussed
in following books. Until then, learn how to shread this stuff!!!
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Listing of Modes and Triads in Every Key

A Major/F# minor
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Triads/Chords
A Major
B minor
C# minor
D Major
E Major
F# minor
G# Diminished
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Bb Major/G minor

42

43

Triads/Chords
Bb Major
C minor
D minor
D# Major
F Major
G minor
A Diminished

44

B Major/G# minor

45

46

Triads/Chords
B Major
C# minor
D# minor
E Major
F# Major
G# minor
Bb Diminished
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C Major/A minor
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Triads/Chords
C Major
D minor
E minor
F Major
G Major
A minor
B Diminished
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C# Major/Bb minor
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Triads/Chords
C# Major
D# minor
F minor
F# Major
G# Major

Bb minor
C Diminished
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D Major/B minor

54

55

Triads/Chords
D Major
E minor
F# minor
G Major
A Major
B minor
C# Diminished
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D# Major/C minor

57
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Triads/Chords
D# Major
F minor
G minor
G# Major

Bb Major
C minor
D Diminished

59

E Major/C# minor

60
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Triads/Chords
E Major
F# minor
G# minor
A Major
B Major
C# minor
D# Diminished

62

F Major/D minor

63

64

Triads/Chords
F Major
G minor
A minor

Bb Major
C Major
D minor
E Diminished
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F# Major/D# minor

66

67

Triads/Chords
F# Major
G# minor

Bb minor
B Major
C# Major
D# minor
F Diminished

68

G Major/E minor

69

70

Triads/Chords
G Major
A minor
B minor
C Major
D Major
E minor
F# Diminished

71

G# Major/F minor

72

73

Triads/Chords
G# Major

Bb minor
C minor
C# Major
D# Major
F minor
G Diminished
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